Abstract. This paper presents the construction of parametrices for the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators on noncompact manifolds modelled on Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces. These operators are, up to a scalar factor, φ-differential operators, that is, they live in the generalised φ-calculus studied by the authors in a previous paper, which extends work of Melrose and Mazzeo. However, because they are not totally elliptic elements in this calculus, it is not possible to construct parametrices for these operators within the φ-calculus. We construct parametrices for them in this paper using a combination of the b-pseudodifferential operator calculus of R. Melrose and the φ-pseudodifferential operator calculus. The construction simplifies and generalizes the construction done by Vaillant in his thesis for the Dirac operator. In addition, we study the mapping properties of these operators and determine the appropriate Hlibert spaces between which the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators are Fredholm. Finally, we establish regularity results for elements of the kernels of these operators.
Introduction
Analysis of the Laplacian on locally symmetric spaces has interesting applications in analytic number theory and in the relationships between analysis and topology on singular spaces. An important tool for studying the Laplacian is the method of pseudodifferential operators. The basic philosophy of this approach is to define a space of pseudodifferential operators and one or more symbol maps on this space whose invertibility defines a subset of (totally) elliptic elements for which parametrices can be constructed within the calculus. Ideally, the operator you are interested in studying, for us the Laplacian, will be a (totally) elliptic element in your calculus, which will then provide the necessary tools for studying it.
In this paper, we are interested in the Gauss-Bonnet operator and its square, the Hodge Laplace operator, on L 2 differential forms over Riemannian manifolds modelled on Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces. These spaces can be naturally compactified to manifolds with boundary. In this paper, we will refer to such manifolds with boundary as φ-manifolds, and to their Riemannian metrics as φ-cusp metrics. A φ-manifold, M , will be a compact orientable manifold with boundary, ∂M = Y , which is the total space of a fibre bundle Y φ → B. A φ-cusp metric will be a metric g on the interiorM that satisfies the property that near the boundary of M , with respect to some trivialization of a neighborhood U of the boundary U ≡ [0, ǫ) × ∂M , it can be written in the form
Here a ∈ N, x is the coordinate on [0, ǫ) and h is a symmetric 2-tensor on ∂M that restricts to a metric on each fibre of φ, and g B is a Riemannian metric on B. Also, we assume that φ : Y → B is a Riemannian fibration with respect to the metrics φ * g B + x 2a h on Y and g B on B, for some (hence all) x ∈ (0, ǫ).
In a previous paper [1] , we constructed a calculus of pseudodifferential operators adapted to the geometric setting of generalized φ-manifolds with general φ-cusp metrics (which may have a lower order perturbation from the metrics considered in this paper). This calculus, which we called the small φ-calculus, is a generalisation of the φ-calculus of Melrose and Mazzeo, [6] , in that it permits a broader possible set of metric degenerations than that calculus does. In particular, the Melrose and Mazzeo calculus considers operators associated to metrics as in equation (1.1) where a = 1, whereas we allow a to be any natural number. Also, we allow a stack of several fibrations at the boundary with different orders of degeneration. A disappointing aspect of the small φ-calculus in both the Melrose-Mazzeo setting and our more general setting is that, although standard geometric operators such as Dirac operators, the Laplace-Beltrami operator and the Hodge Laplacian are elements of this calculus, they are typically not "totally elliptic" elements, which means that it is not possible to find good parametrices for them within this calculus. However, the Hodge Laplacian has an additional structure reflecting the boundary fibration, which we can exploit to construct a parametrix in a larger φ-calculus.
The parametrix construction combines aspects of the original b-calculus of Melrose and the φ-calculus of [1] . The idea of combining elements of these two calculi to construct a parametrix was used first by Boris Vaillant in his thesis [12] for the Dirac operator on φ-manifolds with φ-cusp metrics where a = 1 under certain geometric conditions. The goal of this paper and the upcoming paper [3] is to simplify and generalise this construction, fully understand the space of operators in which a parametrix can be built, and characterise the conditions on φ-differential operators that allow this approach to work. One of the main differences between Vaillant's work and the work in this paper is that certain geometric obstructions arise in the construction of the parametrix of the (second order) Hodge Laplacian that do not arise in the construction of the parametrix of the (first order) Dirac operator. These obstructions have arisen in work of J. Mueller [10] that studies the Hodge Laplacian on φ-manifolds from a perturbation theory viewpoint. Thus it is interesting to see how the obstructions also arise using a pseudodifferential approach.
Many Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces compactify to φ-manifolds with φ-cusp metrics. However, a general Q-rank 1 locally symmetric space may compactify to a manifold whose boundary is the total space of a double fibration as opposed to a single fibration. In a work in preparation, [3] , we consider this more general case, and in addition generalise our results to other elliptic geometric operators on such manifolds. However, the main ideas of this general work can already be largely understood through the special case we consider in this paper, and the work of extending is quite technical. Thus the case we consider here is useful not only in its own right, but also for grasping the essential points of the general construction done in [3] . This work is a step towards the development of an extended pseudodifferential operator calculus on locally symmetric spaces of any rank and their generalisations.
In order to state the main theorems, we need to introduce some notation. A fundamental object in the analysis of the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators is the bundle K → B of fibre-harmonic forms. This is the finite dimensional vector bundle over B whose fibre K y over y ∈ B is the space of harmonic forms on the fibre F y = φ −1 (y), with respect to the metric h |Fy .
We call a differential form onM fibre harmonic if its restrictions to all fibres over U are harmonic, and fibre perpendicular if the restrictions are perpendicular, in the L 2 space of the fibre, to the harmonic forms. Fibre harmonic forms may be regarded as forms on [0, ǫ) × B valued in K. Our operators behave differently on the subspaces of fibre harmonic forms and fibre perpendicular forms, and this difference is the main difficulty in the construction. It is reflected in the structure of the Sobolev spaces on which the operators are Fredholm. We call them split Sobolev spaces. They are denoted H m split (M, ΛT * M, dvol b ) and defined in Section 6.1. Here the form bundle ΛT * M is endowed with the metric induced by g, and dvol b is a b-volume form, that is, a volume form onM which near the boundary is 1 x times a smooth volume form on M . The metric g induces a flat connection on the bundle K, and this can be used to define a Gauss-Bonnet operator D V on V = [0, ǫ) × B acting on forms with coefficients in K, see (6.3) . This is an elliptic b-(or totally characteristic) operator, hence has a discrete set of critical weights associated with it, for which the operator is not Fredholm between the natural weighted Sobolev spaces. We call this set − Im spec(D V ), see (2.10) . This set also arises in the expansions of harmonic forms over M near the boundary. Recall that a smooth form u onM is called polyhomogeneous if at the boundary it has a full asymptotic expansion of the form:
where all u w,k are smooth up to x = 0 and the sum runs over a discrete set of w ∈ C with Re w → ∞ and k ≤ N w for each w, for some N w ∈ N 0 . The pairs (w, k) that arise in the expansions of harmonic forms can be derived from the set − Im spec(D V ). Here smoothness of u w,k at x = 0 is to be understood as smoothness of the coefficient functions when writing the form in terms of dx x , dy j , x a dz k where the y j are base coordinates and the z k are fibre coordinates. This may be stated as smoothness when considering u w,k as section of a rescaled bundle Λ cφ T * M , as explained in Section 3.
Our first main result is a general parametrix construction, which is stated as Theorem 12. Using this parametrix we deduce the following results. Theorem 1. Let M be a φ-manifold endowed with a φ-cusp metric, g. The Gauss-Bonnet operator,
, then u is polyhomogeneous, and in the expansion (1.2) we have Re w > 0 for all w and all terms u w,k with Re w ≤ a are fibre harmonic.
In the next theorem we refer to operators D B and Π. The operator D B is a kind of GaussBonnet operator on B with coefficients in all forms on F , see (3.9) , and Π is the fibrewise orthogonal projection to the fibre-harmonic forms.
Theorem 2. Let M be a φ-manifold endowed with a φ-cusp metric, g, and assume that [D B , Π] = 0. Then the Hodge Laplacian,
, then u is polyhomogeneous, and in the expansion (1.2) we have Re w > 0 for all w and all terms u w,k with Re w ≤ 2a are fibre harmonic. This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review the general b-calculus approach to pseudodifferential operators and give definitions, parametrix and regularity theorems in the b and small-φ-calculus settings. These results are useful both for comparison to Theorems 1 and 2, and also because parts of them are used in the proofs of these theorems. In Section 3, we review the geometry of fibrations and the form of the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators over φ-manifolds with φ-cusp metrics. This section lays out some of the critical properties of these operators which permit the approach taken in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Here also the rescaled bundle cφ T * M is introduced, which is needed to apply the b-calculus techniques and is used in the rest of the paper. It also explains where the condition [D B , Π] = 0 in Theorem 2 comes from. In Section 4, we consider how to lift integral kernels of elements of the b-calculus to the φ-double space, and how the resulting operators combine with elements of the φ-calculus. A larger space of operators, the "extended" φ-calculus, in which both φ-operators and lifted boperators live and may be combined, is defined. It is also shown that the extended φ-calculus has a meaningful boundary symbol, and that it has properties similar to the original φ-calculus that will be used in the construction of parametrices. Section 5 begins with a discussion of the properties we want from our final parametrix, then contains the statement and proof of the main (parametrix) theorem of this paper, Theorem 12. Section 6 contains the definition of the spaces that arise in the Fredholm results in Theorems 1 and 2, and proofs of general Fredholm and regularity theorems as corollaries of the parametrix theorem. These theorems, when applied to the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators, become Theorems 1 and 2. This paper is written in such a way that a reader interested primarily in applying the theorems, rather than in the proof details, can skip the more technical sections 4 and 5.
The b-and φ-calculi
In the b-calculus approach to geometric pseudodifferential operators, the geometry of a singular or noncompact manifold is encoded in a Lie algebra of vector fields over a manifold with boundary that degenerate in a particular way at the boundary. The original b-setting of Melrose, [7] , dealt with a Riemannian manifold (M , g b ) which off of a compact set had an infinite cylindrical metric,
where (Y, g Y ) was a smooth compact Riemannian manifold. Certain perturbations of such product type metric are also considered. Under the change of coordinates x = e −r , the metric can be rewritten in the form:
We compactifyM by adding a copy of Y at x = 0, thus obtaining a compact manifold with boundary M whose interior isM . The singular behaviour of the metric at the boundary x = 0 induces degenerations in the associated geometric differential operators at x = 0. These operators are defined on M including its boundary, and are expressible, in a smooth and non-degenerate way, in terms of vector fields tangent to the boundary. In terms of local coordinates {x, y} = {x, y 1 , . . . , y n } near a boundary point these vector fields are spanned by
More precisely, the geometric operators are b-differential operators. The set of b-differential operators of order m, denoted Diff m b (M ), consists of order m differential operators on M which have smooth coefficients in the interior and in coordinates near x = 0 can be written in the form
where the functions a j,K are smooth up to the boundary
Similarly, for a vector bundle E over M we say P ∈ Diff m b (M, E) if P has, in local coordinates and with respect to a local bundle trivialization E ∼ = R e , the form (2.2) where the a j,K (x, y) are homomorphisms R e → R e . Then P acts on sections of E.
In the setting of this paper, the degeneration of the φ-cusp metric is encoded by smooth vector fields on M that near any boundary point may be written as a smooth linear combination of vector fields of the form
where the boundary is x = 0, the coordinates y i are lifted from the base B of the fibration Y φ → B and the z j can be thought of as local fiber coordinates. Thus, a φ-differential operator of order m is an m-th order differential operator on M which near any boundary point can be written in the form:
where the functions a j,K,L (x, y, z) are smooth up to the boundary x = 0. We denote the algebra of φ-differential operators over M by Diff *
Then if A is a geometric differential operator of order m over M associated to the metric g, we have
where E is typically a variant of the form bundle ΛT * M , see Section 3. Here and in the sequel x ∈ C ∞ (M ) always denotes a boundary defining function for M ; locally near any boundary point it is a coordinate, and in the interior of M it is positive. It is quite reasonable to ask why we have put the factor of x −ma out front, rather than building up our differential operators from vector fields of the forms x∂ x , ∂ yi and x −a ∂ zj . The reason is that those vector fields do not span a Lie algebra over smooth functions on M , whereas the vector fields in equation (2.3) do.
Differential operators, and the broader class of pseudodifferential operators associated to a Lie algebra of vector fields, are identified with their Schwartz kernels. These are distributions on the double space, M 2 , that are singular at the diagonal. In order to separate this singularity from the degeneration at the boundary it is useful to lift these kernels to a particular model space obtained by a blow-up of M 2 , where their structure can be described explicitly. The space M 2 and these model spaces are manifolds with corners. The space M 2 has two boundary hypersurfaces, lf = ∂M ×M and rf = M ×∂M . In the b-calculus setting, the model space M 2 b has three boundary hypersurfaces, lf , rf and bf . In the φ setting, the model space M Operators in the full calculi in both settings are defined by distributions on the appropriate model space that are conormal to the lifted diagonal and have polyhomogeneous expansions at each boundary face. The degree of the conormality of a kernel at the lifted diagonal determines the order of its associated operator, as in the setting of standard pseudodifferential operators. Its expansions at the various boundary faces determine how it maps between appropriate weighted Sobolev spaces.
In order to state the mapping results for elements of the full b and φ calculi that we will need in our parametrix construction, we need first to define weighted b and φ Sobolev spaces, as well as spaces of polyhomogeneous and conormal distributions. Then we will move on to a summary of the necessary results from the b and φ-calculi. In the interests of space, we will give only heuristic explanations, ones we find the most useful in applications, and refer the reader to the references [7] , [1] and [4] for details of exactly how and why these definitions and theorems work. Note that the notation we adopt here conforms to that in [7] but not quite to that in [1] . For example, the space denoted Ψ
2.1. Sobolev spaces and polyhomogeneous spaces Throughout the paper we fix a b-volume form dvol b onM . The index b indicates that we assume that in local coordinates near a boundary point, we can write
where a is smooth and positive up to the boundary x = 0. While this b-behavior near the boundary is important, the particular choice of dvol b is inessential. We define Sobolev spaces always with respect to this volume form. Elliptic b-differential operators map as Fredholm operators between appropriate b-Sobolev spaces, defined as follows. Let E be a vector bundle over M . Choose a cutoff function χ which is equal to 1 near x = 0 and equal to 0 for x > ǫ. Then we define for m ∈ N 0 , s ∈ R
(2.5) These spaces are independent of the choice of dvol b and cutoff χ, local coordinates and local trivializations of E, and metric on E, and can be metrized using invertible b-pseudodifferential operators, but we will not go into these details here. This definition can be extended to m ∈ R by the usual arguments of duality and interpolation. For most applications m ∈ N 0 is sufficient, but we state theorems in this greater generality. Similarly, the appropriate Sobolev spaces for φ-operators are expressed in terms of the vector fields in equation (2.3), so they are defined as follows:
Again, these can be metrized using invertible φ-differential operators, as is carried out in [1] . We next need to define polyhomogeneous sections, which are sections that have asymptotic expansions in terms of the boundary defining function x near ∂M . The expansions near the boundary for these sections involve powers of x and powers of log x. Thus the type of these expansions can be described by index sets I, which are sets of pairs (z, k) ∈ C × N 0 , where the first term describes permitted powers of x and the second describes permitted powers of log x. Index sets are required to satisfy (z, k) ∈ I, l ≤ k ⇒ (z, l) ∈ I and (z + 1, k) ∈ I (this guarantees that the condition below is independent of the choice of boundary defining function x), and that for any r there is only be a finite number of (z, k) ∈ I satisfying Re z < r. Polyhomogeneous sections over M are defined as follows. Definition 1. Let I be an index set and E a vector bundle over M , a manifold with boundary. A smooth section of E overM is said to belong to A I phg (M, E) if for each (z, k) ∈ I there exists a section u (z,k) of E, smooth up to the boundary of M , such that for all N , the difference
vanishes to N th order at ∂M . For an index set I, we say I > α if (z, k) ∈ I implies Re z > α, and I ≥ α if (z, k) ∈ I implies Re z ≥ α, and k = 0 for Re z = α.
When operators are composed or applied to sections, their index sets combine using two operations. The first is simple set addition, indicated by +. The second is an extended union:
For the index set (r + N 0 ) × {0}, where r ∈ R, we use the short notation r. Thus, I + r is the index set I shifted by r. Note that for the index set ∅, we have I∪∅ = I, I + ∅ = ∅ and ∅ + r = ∅.
There is an analogous definition of polyhomogeneity for sections on manifolds with corners, for example the model double spaces M 2 b , M 2 φ . In this case an index family I has to be specified, which consists of an index set I f for each boundary hypersurface f of the space. Also, the definition of polyhomogeneity extends to distributions onM which are conormal with respect to a submanifold of M that meets the boundary in a product type fashion. The main example of such a submanifold is the lifted diagonal as a submanifold of M 2 b or M 2 φ . Rather than go into the detail for this here, we refer the reader to [7] , [1] and [4] . . When identifying an operator with its Schwartz kernel there is integration, hence a choice of measure or density involved, unless one considers the operator as acting on densities, or takes the kernel to be a density. Another possibility, which is more symmetric, is to think of both as half-densities. It is important to deal with this carefully because of the various singular coordinate changes involved in the blow-up of
φ . We will go into this only shortly, since it is needed to define b-and φ-pseudodifferential operators properly, but in the end the half-densities will only act behind the scenes and not be visible.
Recall that a density on an oriented manifold M is a smooth top degree form, that is, a smooth section of the trivial 1-dimensional vector bundle Ω = Λ dim M T * M . For us more important is the b-density bundle over an oriented manifold with boundary, M , denoted Ω b . The volume form dvol b is a smooth non-vanishing section of Ω b . We can form the square root of this bundle, denoted Ω (M, E), and the expansions at lf and bf determine its range. This is made precise in the following theorems:
Theorem 3 (Boundedness and compactness for b-operators). Let M be a compact manifold with boundary and let E be a vector bundle over M . Let P ∈ Ψ m,I b (M, E) and α, β ∈ R, k ∈ R.
If
I lf > β, I rf > −α, I bf ≥ β − α, (2.7) then P is bounded as an operator
2. If m < 0 and strict inequality holds everywhere in (2.7) then P , acting as in (2.8), is compact.
Note that for the index set ∅, inf(∅) = ∞, so in particular, b-differential operators are bounded between equal weighted b-Sobolev spaces of appropriate orders. Next we can state the mapping property with respect to polyhomogeneous sections. Again the use of b-half densities makes the index sets combine in a very simple manner:
Theorem 4 (Mapping of polyhomogeneous sections for b-operators). Let u ∈ A I phg (M, E) and
In order to state the parametrix and regularity results for b-elliptic operators, we need to discuss the two symbols that control ellipticity. Associated to a b-differential operator (2.2) is a b-symbol:
Then P is defined to be b-elliptic if
is invertible for (τ, η) = 0. It turns out that this symbol is not enough to characterize Fredholm elements in the calculus, so we need an additional "boundary symbol" called the indicial operator. For a b-differential operator as above, this is the differential operator defined by
Here (s, y) ∈ R + × ∂M , and I(P ) acts on sections of the bundle E |∂M pulled back to R + × ∂M . Under the Mellin transform, this becomes a holomorphic family of operators on ∂M , the indicial family:
The concepts of b-principal symbol, indicial operator and indicial family can be generalized to operators in Ψ
The sets Spec b (P ) ⊂ C × N 0 and − Im spec(P ) ⊂ R are defined as:
and has a pole of order k + 1 at λ},
These sets are central in describing the mapping properties of the operator P . The set − Im spec(P ) is a discrete subset of R.
We can now state the parametrix theorem for b-operators. In this paper we are not interested in the precise index sets, so we state it in the following form (cf. Proposition 5.59 in [7] ). 
where the remainders satisfy
Note that the x ∞ factor on the left means that the kernel of R b,r,α actually vanishes to infinite order at lf and bf , while the x ∞ factor on the right means that the kernel of R b,l,α vanishes to infinite order at rf and bf .
Combined with Theorems 3 and 4, and a similar mapping result for the remainders, this gives (cf. Theorem 5.60 and Prop. 5.61 in [7] ):
Theorem 6 (Fredholmness and regularity of elliptic b-operators). Let P ∈ Diff m b (M, E) be belliptic. Then P is Fredholm as a map P :
In particular, if u has only Sobolev regularity, but is mapped by a b-differential operator to a section with an asymptotic expansion at ∂M , for instance if u is in the kernel of P , then u must also have an expansion at ∂M .
For simplicity, the theorems in this section have been formulated for compact manifolds with boundary such as our φ-manifold M . However, it is easy to extend them to non-compact manifolds with compact boundary such as V = B×[0, ǫ), which we will consider later, under suitable support assumptions. Specifically, Theorem 3 holds if the Schwartz kernel of P is compactly supported, and Theorem 4 holds for compactly supported sections. For Definition 2 and Theorem 5 it is sufficient to require that P is b-elliptic (that is, b σ m (P ) is invertible) near the boundary, then of course the parametrix will only be valid near the boundary.
Mapping and regularity in the φ-calculus
The small φ-calculus, which contains parametrices for fully elliptic φ-operators, is simpler than the b-calculus, since one does not need to worry about complicated spectral or index sets. The price for this is the strong requirement of full ellipticity. Since the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Lapace operators are not fully elliptic, we need a bigger calculus, called the full φ-calculus. Operators in the full φ-calculus are again degenerate operators on a compact manifold with boundary, but now the boundary is assumed to be the total space of a fibre bundle F → ∂M φ → B. We always extend this fibration to a neighborhood of the boundary. We fix an order of degeneracy a ∈ N. Recall that the degeneracy of φ-differential operators is described by the vector fields (2.3), where we always use coordinates (x, y 1 , . . . , y b , z 1 , . . . , z f ) adapted to the fibration. Sometimes we will write φ-differential operators (2.4) as
with P x,y j,K differential operators on the fibre F x,y , of order ≤ m − j − |K|. Once again, we study these operators by considering distributions that live on a blown up double space, M φ (M, E) for a vector bundle E over M works as before, and the normalization also gives Diff
The latter space is called the small φ-calculus.
We first note mapping properties of elements of the full φ-calculus on Sobolev and polyhomogeneous spaces.
Theorem 7 (Boundedness and compactness for φ-operators). Let M be a φ-manifold and let E be a vector bundle over M . Let P ∈ Ψ m,I φ (M, E) and α, β, k ∈ R.
If
I lf > β, I rf > −α, I bf ≥ β − α, I ff ≥ β − α (2.12) and strict inequality holds in (2.12) for at least one of bf , ff (2.13) then P is bounded as an operator
2. If m < 0 and strict inequality holds everywhere in (2.12) then P , acting as in (2.14), is compact.
Note that although the differentiations defining the φ-Sobolev spaces are those arising from the φ-vector fields (2.3), the volume form in (2.14) is still the b-volume form. This is not surprising as this volume form relates to the conditions on the weights, so to the expansions at lf and rf , and elements of the full φ-calculus that vanish near ff are actually in the full b-calculus.
Theorem 8 (Mapping of polyhomogeneous sections for φ-operators). Let u ∈ A
We will also use the following result from [1] that says how elements of the full φ-calculus compose.
, where, with A = a(b + 1),
In particular, if one factor is in the small φ-calculus and the other factor has index family I then the composition also has index family I.
We now discuss some results in the small φ-calculus. To an operator P ∈ Ψ * φ (M, E) we may associate a φ-principal symbol. In particular, when P ∈ Diff m φ (M, E) is given by the sum in equation (2.4), the φ-principal symbol is given by:
We say that P is φ-elliptic if its φ-principal symbol is invertible for (τ, η, ζ) = 0. As in the b-calculus we need a second symbol to fully characterize Fredholm and regularity properties of φ-operators. This is the normal operator, which for a φ-differential operator P as in (2.11) is given by
This is a family of operators parametrized by y ∈ B, acting on sections of the bundle E |∂M pulled back to R T × R b Y × F y which are rapidly decaying as |(T, Y )| → ∞. More generally, for operators P ∈ Ψ m φ (M, E) the normal operator may be defined using the restriction of the Schwartz kernel to ff . The normal family carries the same information as the normal operator. It is a family of operators on F y parametrized by (τ, η) ∈ R × R b and by y ∈ B. For φ-differential operators it is obtained by replacing D T by τ and D Y by η in the normal operator, sô
For computations the following characterization is useful (see [1, Equation (29)]): Fix τ ∈ R, η ∈ R b and y 0 ∈ B, in coordinates y. Let g(x, y) = −τ a
If P is φ-elliptic and N (P ) is invertible (which is equivalent to invertibility ofN (P )(y, τ, η) for each y, τ, η), then we say P is fully elliptic. We have (Theorem 9 from [1] , but see also [6] ):
Theorem 10 (Parametrices for elliptic φ-operators in the small φ-calculus).
. This implies the following Fredholm and regularity result.
Theorem 11 (Fredholmness and regularity of fully elliptic φ-operators). Let P ∈ Ψ m φ (M, E) be a fully elliptic φ-operator on a φ-manifold. Then P is Fredholm as a map P :
If u is in any weighted Sobolev space and
Structure of the Laplacian
Assume that M is a φ-manifold with boundary ∂M = Y φ → B and φ-cusp metric g. In a neighborhood of the boundary we can extend the boundary fibration map, φ, to the interior using the product structure:
(3.1) In order to understand the structure of the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators it is useful to recall a few facts about Riemannian fibrations.
First, let us recall which structures are associated to a fibration φ : Y → B. The tangent bundle T Y has the tangent spaces to the fibres as natural subbundle, called the vertical tangent subbundle. The cotangent bundle T * Y has the forms annihilating vertical vectors as natural subbundle, called the horizontal cotangent subbundle. Let y = (y 1 , . . . , y b ) be local coordinates on B and lift them to a partial set of local coordinate functions on Y . Then the exterior derivatives dy 1 , . . . , dy b span the horizontal cotangent subbundle. Now supplement these coordinate functions to a complete set of local coordinates for Y and call the additional coordinates z = (z 1 , . . . , z f ). We may think of the z j as fibre local coordinates. Choosing the z j is equivalent to choosing a trivialization of the fibration φ locally on Y . The set of coordinates y 1 , . . . , y b , z 1 , . . . , z f defines vector fields ∂ y1 , . . . , ∂ y b , ∂ z1 , . . . , ∂ z f . The vertical tangent subbundle is locally spanned by the vector fields ∂ z1 , . . . , ∂ z f . Now consider the additional structures defined by Riemannian metrics g Y and g B on Y and B, respectively, for which φ is a Riemannian fibration. The metric g Y defines the horizontal tangent subbundle (or horizontal distribution) of T Y , as the orthogonal complement of the vertical tangent subbundle. For any p ∈ Y the differential of the fibration φ : Y → B restricts to an isomorphism of the horizontal subspace of T p Y to T φ(p) B, and the assumption that φ is a Riemannian fibration for the metrics g Y , g B means that this isomorphism is an isometry for each p. Equivalently, g Y = φ * g B + h where the symmetric two-tensor h vanishes on the horizontal subspace. Dually, the dual metric on T * Y defines the vertical cotangent subbundle as orthogonal complement of the horizontal cotangent subbundle, and the natural map T * Y → T * F , given by restricting a form to T F , restricts to an isomorphism of the vertical cotangent space and T * F . If φ is Riemannian then this isomorphism is an isometry.
In coordinates, the horizontal tangent subspace will usually not be spanned by the coordinate vector fields ∂ y1 , . . . , ∂ y b . A choice of coordinates y, z for which this does happen is possible if and only if the horizontal distribution is integrable, that is, if there is a local foliation by submanifolds that are orthogonal and transversal to the fibers. By Frobenius' theorem this is equivalent to the vanishing of the curvature, denoted R, of the horizontal distribution. Note that in this case, the requirement that φ is a Riemannian fibration means that the horizontal submanifolds are also totally geodesic. In contrast, the fibres of φ will not generally be totally geodesic. This happens if and only if their second fundamental forms, denoted II, vanish.
In coordinates y, z the matrix of g Y has the form
where A 00 only depends on y because φ is Riemannian. The submatrix A 00 encodes g B , and A 01 , A 10 , A 11 encode h. If the curvature of the horizontal distribution vanishes then coordinates can be chosen so that the A 01 and A 10 terms vanish, and if in addition the second fundamental form of the fibres vanishes then the A 11 term is a function only of the z (fibre) variables. So the vanishing of both terms means that the Riemannian fibration is locally trivial in a metric sense. Now consider the metric g in (1.1), where we fix a product decomposition (3.1). Choose local coordinates y, z associated to φ. We use the above discussion with h replaced by x 2a h. This would introduce factors x 2a in front of the A 01 , A 10 , A 11 terms of (3.2). However, it is advantageous to write g in terms of the rescaled local coordinate vector fields
then the metric g has the form
The fact that this is smooth and non-degenerate up to x = 0 motivates the introduction of the vector bundle cφ T M over M , defined by the requirements that the vector fields (3.3) form a local basis of sections of cφ T M over any coordinate patch in U and that sections of cφ T M over M are smooth vector fields onM . There is a canonical identification of cφ T M and T M over M , but not over M , since x −a ∂ zj is not defined as section of T M at x = 0 and x∂ x vanishes there. Now (3.4) shows that g, which was defined only in the interior x > 0, defines a metric on the bundle cφ T M over all of M , i.e. in x ≥ 0. The dual bundle cφ T * M is locally spanned by
We apply the discussion above about Riemannian fibrations to the fibration Φ : U → V and the bundles cφ T * U , b T * V . The inclusion T F ⊂ T U is replaced by x −a T F ⊂ cφ T U with the dual restriction map cφ T * U → x a T * F . We obtain the orthogonal decomposition of vector bundles
Here span{ dx x } ⊕ H is the image of Φ * : b T * V → cφ T * U and V is its orthogonal complement with respect to the dual of the metric (3.4). The map cφ T * U → x a T * F restricts to an isomorphism V → x a T * F , which is an isometry since Φ is Riemannian. Under the identification of cφ T * U and T * U over the interior, (3.5) is the horizontal/vertical decomposition with respect to the singular metric g; the use of the rescaled bundles allows us to extend this decomposition smoothly to the boundary.
The Gauss-Bonnet operator D M and Hodge Laplacian ∆ M for the metric g are first defined overM only, but when considered as operators acting on sections of the bundle E = Λ cφ T * M they are elliptic φ-cusp-operators on M , that is,
with P, T φ-elliptic. This follows from general principles as shown in [8] or from concrete calculation, see [5] . Concretely, this means that if we write forms on M near the boundary as
for multiindices K, L and then consider how
are expressible in terms of the φ-vector fields (2.3), with coefficients smooth up to the boundary. In addition, we can write D M and ∆ M in terms of the vertical/horizontal decomposition, and this will be essential for our analysis. The decomposition (3.5) of cφ T * U induces a decomposition of Λ cφ T * U . It is useful to write the exterior derivative d U on U in terms of this orthogonal decomposition, rather than in coordinates x, y, z, since then its adjoint is easy to compute. We obtain (see [5] ): 
Note that in terms of the decomposition of forms by subbundle degrees, we get that d F increases the V degree by 1, the various d B and II terms increase the H degree by 1 and R increases the H degree by 2 and decreases the V degree by 1. We define the following combination to simplify notation:
Passing to the Gauss-Bonnet operator, we fix the following notation:
Then we get
3.1. The "split" property for the Gauss-Bonnet operator and the Hodge Laplacian In this section, we identify some of the properties of the Gauss-Bonnet operator, D U , and the Hodge Laplacian, ∆ U , that will permit us to construct parametrices for them using a combination of b-and φ-calculus operators, and that form the model for more general "split elliptic" operators in [3] . When multiplied with x a and x 2a , respectively, both operators are elliptic as φ-operators in the standard sense, so we will focus on additional properties they have in the neighbourhood U of the boundary.
We calculate the normal operator of x a D U . First, we consider the normal family of x a d U . Recall that the normal family of a φ-operator in Diff m φ (M, Λ cφ T * M ) is a family of operators at the boundary acting on C ∞ (F y ; Λ cφ T * M ) and parametrized by (y, τ, η) ∈ B × R b+1 . Consider the bundle cφ T * M at a boundary point (0, y, z). Since the metric (3.4) is block diagonal at x = 0, the decomposition (3.5) reduces to
Since W y is a vector space, we have W * y = T * w W y for any w ∈ W y . If we identify x a T * z F y with T * z F y and change the order, then we get a natural identification, for any w ∈ W y ,
, the zero order terms II, R, A drop out. Using (2.17) one easily computesN (
y , the second term is simply the symbol of the exterior derivative operator d Wy on the vector space W y . Taking adjoints, where the scalar product on W y is given by g y :=
acting on ΛT * (F y × W y ), which is the Gauss-Bonnet operator on F y × W y with metric h |Fy + g y . Note that this shows that the space R b+1 in the local definition of the normal family is, invariantly, W y = b T (0,y) V . Define the vector bundle K = the bundle of F -harmonic forms over V.
(3.12)
More precisely, for any y ∈ B letK y = ker D F ⊂ C ∞ (F y , Λx a T * F y ) be the space of harmonic forms on F y for the metric g |Fy = x 2a h |Fy , and let
cφ T * U ), using the isometric identification of x a T * F with V. By the Hodge theorem, dimK y is finite and independent of y, so K is a vector bundle over V . Note that we keep the x factors in the bundle. In Section 6.2 we explain how K relates to the bundle K mentioned in the introduction. It is important to distinguish these bundles carefully in order to get the weight conditions in the main theorems right. We also define the infinite dimensional vector bundle C = K ⊥ = forms on F that are perpendicular to the fibre harmonic forms, (3.13) with respect to the L 2 scalar product on the fibres. We have
. We refer to sections of C as "fibre-perpendicular forms" over V . Now we can define the following families of operators pointwise over V : Π = orthogonal projection onto K (3.14)
Observe that the family Π(x, y) of projection operators is smooth in the variable y since the family of metrics on F is smooth, and constant in x, since these metrics are independent of x. These families of projection operators on C ∞ (F, Λ cφ T * U ) together define operators, also denoted Π and Π ⊥ , on
. Its restriction to this subspace is invertible since its square is ∆ F + ∆ W ≥ min y∈B λ y > 0, where λ y is the smallest positive eigenvalue of ∆ Fy . We can decompose the restriction D U of D M to U using these projections as the sum of four pieces:
In order to construct the parametrix for D M , we need to study the properties of each of these four pieces. It is convenient to organise these in a matrix:
In [5] , it is proved that the operator d := Π(d B − II)Π is the differential on forms over B with values in K, with respect to the flat connection on K induced by the metric g. When we project D U using Π we obtain from (3.10):
which is a b-operator acting on sections of K. The fact that d is the differential on K-valued differential forms over B implies that P 00 is b-elliptic. The operators P 01 , P 10 and P 11 have smooth coefficients up to x = 0 and are φ-operators in a sense made precise in the next section. The Hodge Laplacian is the square of the Gauss-Bonnet operator, so we can understand it also in terms of its K and C components. Using (3.16) we obtain
x 2a (P 00 ) 2 + x 2a P 01 P 10 x 2a P 01 x −a P 11 + x 2a P 00 P 01 x a P 11 P 10 + x 2a P 10 P 00 x a P 11 x −a P 11 + x 2a P 10 P 01
Squaring (3.10) we see that T 00 = ΠD 2 U Π is a second order b-operator acting on sections of K, which is b-elliptic. The term x 2a P 10 P 01 as well as x a P 11 x −a − P 11 vanish at the boundary, so the normal family of the lower right term is the same as the normal family of P The critical difference between analysis of the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators comes from the fact that the off-diagonal terms in x 2a ∆ M generally vanish like x a . It turns out that our parametrix construction requires the greater order of vanishing x 2a , so this introduces a restriction on the metrics we consider in this paper. Since xD x and A commute with Π, we have from (3.10)
so we see that the problematic term in each one is the one involving D B . The term vanishes if this operator commutes with Π. Also note that, in this case, we have T 00 = (P 00 ) 2 + O(x 2a ). The commutation condition is satisfied in the setting of Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces. However, we are interested in understanding how to study manifolds also that generalise symmetric spaces. This question of how better to characterise boundary fibre bundles with this property was studied by J. Mueller in [10] , and he is taking it up again together with the authors of this paper in current work.
The extended φ-calculus
In this section we consider how to lift fiber-harmonic b-kernels to the φ-double space. The motivation for this is as follows. Philosophically, we will create a parametrix for the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators over a φ manifold by using the φ parametrix for the fiber-perpendicular part of the operator and the b-parametrix for the fiber-harmonic part of the operator near the boundary, and the standard parametrix on the interior. If the off-diagonal terms of our operators with respect to the fiber-harmonic, fiber-perpendicular splitting vanish in a neighborhood of the boundary, then in fact this simple diagonal parametrix suffices as a parametrix for the operator. However, when there are off-diagonal terms, we will need to improve this parametrix. In order to do this, and to understand the result we obtain from this, we need to understand how the b-parametrix composes with various parts of our φ-operator. We do this by reinterpreting (lifting) the b-parametrix as a φ-operator and then using the composition theorem for φ-operators, Theorem 9. Since the fibration φ is only defined near the boundary, these considerations take place on the neighborhood U ≡ ∂M × [0, ǫ) and its projection V = B × [0, ǫ).
In order to analyze the lift of b-operators on V to φ-operators on U , let us recall the spaces on which the Schwartz kernels of these operators live. The boundary fibration determines the blown-up double space where the Schwartz kernels of φ-operators on U live. We denote this space, constructed in [1] , by U 
The rows in this diagram represent fiber bundles with fibres F 2 . The columns are sequences of blow-down maps. The diagram embodies the fact that in both the b-and φ-blowups of the U double space, the fibres F 2 are carried along like parameters. In the parametrix construction we construct a local parametrix for the fiber harmonic part of the operator on V The proof of this proposition will be given in [3] . However, for intuition we can make the following remarks. 
φ with a conormal singularity along the lifted diagonal. Again, we can think of this as being conormal to the set x = x ′ , y = y ′ uniformly up to the boundary in the same rescaled sense as above. The functions L ∈ K ⊗ K in this sum are smooth since harmonic forms on F are smooth. To lift kernels of operators in Ψ m φ (V, K) horizontally, we simply consider them as distributions on U 2 φ . Note that these lifts are not the kernels of pseudodifferential operators. This is because pseudodifferential operators are singular only along the diagonal, x = x ′ , y = y ′ , z = z ′ , whereas these horizontally lifted distributions are singular on the larger set x = x ′ , y = y ′ , which we call the fibre diagonal. When we have lifted the kernel of an element in Ψ m φ (V, K), we will also generally want to glue it to an interior kernel, so we will multiply the result by a smooth cutoff function supported compactly in U 2 φ and equal to 1 near bf and ff . We define a space of operators on U in which these cutoff lifts live as follows. We make some notes about this space. 1. Note that this space does not require that the smoothing operators on F vanish on fibreperpendicular sections. Thus this space contains more than just the horizontal lifts of operators in Ψ m φ (V, K). 2. We may generalise this space in a natural way to include operators with polyhomogeneous expansions given by an index family G at the boundary hypersurfaces in U 2 φ , which we will denote by Ψ m,G φ,F (U ). 3. In Equation (3.14), we defined the projection operator Π and we used it in our decomposition of the Gauss-Bonnet operator. Note that this is the lift of the identity operator in Ψ 0 φ (V, K) to an operator in Ψ 0 φ,F (U ). It is not a pseudifferential operator on U . Now consider the operator Π ⊥ . This is not smoothing in the F factor, so it is not an element of Ψ As noted above, elements in this calculus need not be pseudodifferential operators since their Schwartz kernels may have singularities outside the diagonal. It should be noted, however, that this is a minor extension which only serves to formulate the parametrix construction in a simple way. The final parametrix that we consider is actually a pseudodifferential operator in the interior of M . This follows from ellipticity by the classicial pseudodifferential calculus.
There is no interior symbol map for operators in the extended calculus. However, the normal operator is still defined for elements in the subspace Ψ 
sus−φ,ext (∂M ). 4. The short exact sequence for the normal operator of the φ-calculus extends to a short exact sequence, for each m,
1. This follows essentially the same lines as the proof that Ψ * Since φ-operators of order zero are bounded on L 2 , we only need to check L 2 -boundedness for P ∈ Ψ 0 φ,F (U ). Using a partition of unity we may assume that the kernel of P is supported near the fibre over a point of B × B. Then by fixing z, z ′ ∈ F we may regard P as a family of φ-operators on V parametrized by z, z ′ ∈ F . Each of these is bounded on L 2 (V ), uniformly in z, z ′ . The usual argument showing that Hilbert-Schmidt operators are bounded in L 2 then shows that P is bounded on L 2 (U ).
Because our aim in this paper is to present a clear construction, not to obtain the sharpest possible results (for example with respect to identifying the precise index sets that arise), we will work with the following spaces of b and φ-pseudodifferential operators in the construction. In these spaces, we require only certain leading order behaviour of the kernel expansions at the various faces in the blown-up double spaces. This makes the construction easier to follow, but of course, it only tells us that the resulting operator has expansions at the various faces satisfying certain bounds on the exponents in the leading terms.
Definition 5. For k, α ∈ R define the space of b-pseudodifferential operators of order k and weight α as Ψ
where the union is over those index families
where the union is over those index families E satisfying E lf > α, E rf > −α, E bf ≥ 0, E ff > 0. We define the extended version of this space, Ψ k,α φ,ext (M ), in the analogous way. As motivation for this simplification of the full calculi, note that by Theorems 3 and 7, operators in Ψ
The properties of these spaces that we need in the parametrix construction are collected in the following proposition. Because these properties are only relevant near the boundary of M when we construct the parametrix, in this proposition and for Section 5, we use Ψ follows from b) and c), but the factor x c is lost in this crude argument; f) is a refinement needed below. The main point of the proposition is to record the behavior of kernels and compositions as b-or φ-kernels and their expansions at the left and right faces. We will not make use of the information about their orders.
Proof. Parts a) and b) follow immediately from the composition theorems for the b-and φ-calculus. Part c) follows from the lifting theorem. For d) and e) observe that multiplying a b-operator by x c from the left or right means multiplying its Schwartz kernel by x c or (x ′ ) c , respectively. Therefore, its index sets at lf , bf , respectively at bf , rf , are simply shifted up by c. This is similar for φ-operators. This implies d), and e) follows from the fact that functions vanishing to infinite order at a front face of a blow-up are still smooth after collapsing that front face. Now we prove f). Let S ∈ Ψ l,α φ . By introducing a cutoff function supported in a neighborhood of Diag φ ∪ff and equal to one in a smaller such neighborhood, where Diag φ is the diagonal in 
Statement and proof of main parametrix theorem
Before we construct parametrices, we should consider for a moment what sort of parametrices we want. Recall that a right parametrix for P is an operator Q so that P Q = Id − R, where the remainder R is 'good' in a suitable sense, and similar is true for a left parametrix. Parametrices satisfying more stringent notions of 'good' are harder to construct in general than those satisfying weaker notions, but also lead to stronger corollaries. For example, the classical pseudodifferential parametrix construction for an elliptic operator, P , over a smooth manifold yields a remainder R which is smoothing. This may be used to prove that solutions of P u = 0 are smooth in the interior of M . If M is a compact manifold without boundary, such a remainder is also a compact operator, which shows that P is a Fredholm operator between Sobolev spaces. However, in our setting a smoothing remainder need not be compact on the natural weighted Sobolev spaces on which it is bounded. Thus in order to get a Fredholm result we need to improve the parametrix. If we would further like to get full asymptotic expansions at the boundary for solutions u of P u = 0, this requires an even more refined parametrix. More precisely, in the φ-calculus setting this requires the Schwartz kernel of the left remainder R to be smooth in the interior of M 2 φ and to vanish to infinite order at the faces bf , ff and also at rf . The expansion of R at lf then determines the expansion of u. This is the type of parametrix we will construct here. As usual we will first construct a right parametrix, where the remainder has the same properties with lf and rf interchanged, and then use adjoints to get a left parametrix.
The regularity and vanishing properties of the remainder kernel correspond to the two parts of the parametrix construction, which, however, we carry out in the opposite order.
I. First we find a right parametrix 'at the boundary'. This yields a right parametrix Q ∂ with a remainder R ∂ that vanishes to infinite order at bf , ff and lf . II. We combine Q ∂ with a 'small' right φ-parametrix of P , obtained by inverting the principal symbol, to improve the error to be smoothing in addition. This comes at the cost of losing some control of the Π, Π ⊥ splitting, but this is no problem for the Fredholm and regularity results we want.
Statement of Main Theorem
Recall from equation (3.16 ) that the Gauss-Bonnet operator for a φ-cusp metric near the boundary may be written as
a P 00 x a P 01 x a P 10 P 11
with respect to the decomposition C ∞ (V, K) ⊕ C ∞ (V, C) into the space of fibre-harmonic forms and its orthogonal complement. Also, recall from (3.18) and the discussion after it that the Hodge Laplacian may be written, under the condition that [D B , Π] = 0, as
If we can obtain a parametrix for x a D U and for x 2a ∆ U , we will be able to get parametrices for D U and ∆ U by composing with appropriate powers of x. Therefore, in this section we will consider the more general situation that P is a Π-split operator, which we define as follows:
K be a finite dimensional sub-bundle of the infinite dimensional C ∞ (F, E) bundle over V , with orthogonal complement C, and let Π, Π ⊥ be the projections on the first and second factor in the orthogonal decomposition
Write P in terms of this decomposition as
where x am P 00 = ΠP Π etc. We say that P is Π-split if the following conditions are satisfied.
There isP ∈ Diff m φ (U, E) such that P 01 = ΠP Π ⊥ and P 10 = Π ⊥P Π. 3. N (P 11 ) is invertible on forms over R b+1 with values in C.
Note that condition 2 implies that N (P ) is diagonal with respect to the decomposition
, so condition 3 makes sense. Also, the conditions imply that P 01 , P 10 , P 11 ∈ Ψ m φ,ext (U ). As discussed in Sections 3 and 4, these conditions are satisfied by x a D M and x 2a ∆ M . As in the b-calculus, we will not generally be able to construct a parametrix for such operators that gives Fredholm results for all weighted L 2 spaces. Rather, we will find a family of parametrices corresponding to a dense set of weights. In fact, these weights come from the same source as the weights in the b setting, as will become clear in the construction. For any admissible weight α, the corresponding parametrix will allow us to prove that
is Fredholm. The Sobolev space H m split that appears on the left side of this map is introduced in Section 6.1.
We will prove the following Theorem. We use the short notation Ψ 
where the remainders are smooth in the interior and over U satisfy
3)
The notation in (5.4) means that R l,α is a sum of the form
, and the notation in (5.3) is the same. It will be clear from the construction that the index sets for the various parts of the parametrix could be described more precisely if required and will be computed from Spec b (P 00 ).
Construction of right parametrix
In order to make this section easier to read, we leave out the subscript ext in the notation for spaces of pseudodifferential operators. Thus, Ψ * φ is to be understood as Ψ * φ,ext throughout this section.
Assume that P is Π-split. Decompose P into its diagonal and off-diagonal parts:
The construction now proceeds in five steps. The first four steps are needed to construct the boundary parametrix, and in the fifth step, we combine this with the interior parametrix to make the remainder smoothing.
Step 1: First, we find a parametrix, Q d , for the diagonal part, P d , of P . Since P 00 is a b-elliptic b-operator, it has a parametrix in the b-calculus, which we set as the upper left piece in Q d .
For the lower right part we use the invertibility of N (P 11 ) and Proposition 2.3. The diagonal remainder, R d := P d Q d − I vanishes to infinite order in x at all boundary faces, but Q d is not a parametrix for the full operator P .
Step 2: Using the off-diagonal terms of P we modify Q d to Q 2 so that P Q 2 yields a remainder R 2 that vanishes to some order at bf and ff .
Step 3: By constructing formal solutions of the equation P u = f , we construct a right parametrix Q 3 with a remainder R 3 that vanishes to infinite order at lf , but still has non-trivial index sets at bf and ff . However, the remainder does vanish to some order at these faces, so we can correct this in the next step.
Step 4: We use a Neumann series to get a right parametrix Q ∂ with a remainder R ∂ that vanishes to infinite order at bf , ff and lf . This finishes the construction of the boundary parametrix.
Step 5: By combining Q ∂ with a 'small' right φ-parametrix of P , we get a remainder that in addition is smoothing. We now provide the details.
Step 1: Here we use the assumption that the normal operator of P is diagonal. We only use the Π ⊥ part of the normal operator, since in its Π part the normal operator forgets important information. For example, if the Π part is of the form x 1+a ∂ x + x a h (with h a zero order operator) then the normal operator will be x 1+a ∂ x , while when we write this as x a (x∂ x + h), then we see that h is included in the indicial operator of P 00 = x∂ x + h, so it is essential for the correct b-parametrix. Therefore, in the Π-part we use the b-parametrix.
In order to construct the right parametrix, it is useful to write ΠP Π as P ′ 00 x am instead of x am P 00 . Thus, define the b-operator
and choose a right parametrix Q 00 for P ′ 00 in the b-calculus, corresponding to the given weight α, see Theorem 5. This is possible under the condition α ∈ − Im spec P ′ 00 . Since − Im spec x am P 00 x −am = − Im spec P 00 + am this condition is equivalent to condition (5.2). We obtain
We now invert N (P 11 ) on C and define its inverse B as in (4. 
Using Proposition 2.5 and the standard Neumann series argument this can be improved to
Step 2: In this step we make use of the fact that the x am factors in P o mean than it is of lower order near the boundary than P d . The idea comes from the formal inversion
may not be invertible we use its parametrix Q d instead. The first two terms suffice for our purposes. Thus, we set
To analyze Q 2 and R 2 we use Proposition 3 to get Ψ
Together with
This gives
Now we analyze R 2 . From (5.6) and (5.7) we get
The overall x am factor in (P o Q d ) 2 (as opposed to x am in one entry only in (5.7)) is the reason that Q 2 is better than Q d . Note that this factor increases the order of vanishing of the Schwartz kernel at bf and ff , no matter whether it is on the left or on the right. However, on the left it increases the order at lf but not at rf , while on the right it increases the order at rf but not at lf . Thus in the second expression in equation (5.9), we cannot move both factors of x am to the same side of the pseudodifferential term.
Step 3: The parts R d and R d P o Q d in R 2 already have the infinite order vanishing at lf , bf , ff that we need. However, the term (P o Q d ) 2 does not, see (5.9). The standard procedure to improve remainder terms is a Neumann series argument as in Step 4, which replaces a remainder R by arbitrarily high powers R N . However, as can be seen from the Composition Theorem 9, taking powers of R does not improve order of vanishing at lf , and also does not improve order of vanishing at bf , ff unless R already vanishes at lf to arbitrarily high order. There is a standard remedy for these problems. By constructing formal solutions u of the equation P u = f , where f arises from the lf expansion of the remainder, combining these solutions into a Schwartz kernel and subtracting the resulting operator from the parametrix, one gets an improved remainder, which vanishes to infinite order at lf . Taking powers of this remainder then yields arbitrarily high orders of vanishing at bf and ff also. This standard procedure is explained in [7, Section 5.20] . The setting there is for a b-elliptic b-operator P , and we need to adapt this to our situation. We obtain the following proposition. Its proof will appear in [3] . 
We apply the proposition with R ′ = χR 2 (understood in the sense of kernels), where χ is a smooth cut-off function on the blown up double space supported and equal to one near lf . Then (5.6), (5.9) imply that R ′ satisfies the conditions in Proposition 4. With Q ′ , R ′′ from the proposition we set
Note from (5.6), (5.9) and Proposition 4 that R 3 is a φ-operator of weight α having index sets ∅ at lf , ≥ am at bf and > am at ff , and so that R 3 Π ⊥ has an extra am degrees of vanishing at rf . Equivalently 
We now analyze 
Next, by a similar argument, we get
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Finally, Proposition 4 gives in particular Step 5: Now we improve the parametrix further using a small φ-parametrix of P . That is, since P is φ-elliptic, we may find a parametrix by Theorem 10
so P Q r = Id − R r .
Construction of left parametrix and proof of Theorem 12
The rough idea for constructing a left parametrix is as follows. Let P * be the formal adjoint of P . Then P * is also Π-split, so we may construct a right parametrix Q ′ r as above but for P * , and obtain a remainder R * . To show that the formal adjoint of a Π-split operator is again Π-split, consider what taking the formal adjoint of P means. It means that the Schwartz kernel of P is reflected across the diagonal, so coordinates are switched x ↔ x ′ , y ↔ y ′ , z ↔ z ′ . Since Π is an orthogonal projection, the 2 × 2 matrices representing the Π, Π ⊥ decomposition are simply flipped, and adjoints of its parts are taken.
The Π Π part of P * is (P 00 ) * x am . Now Im spec(P 00 ) * = − Im spec(P 00 ), so by assumption (5.2) we have am − α ∈ − Im spec(P 00 ) * . Therefore, there is a right b-parametrix for (P 00 ) * for the weight am − α, and we can construct a right parametrix Q ′ r as above for P * and for this weight. Let Q l = (Q ′ r )
* .
Proof of Theorem 12. We collect all terms in Q r = Q ∂ + Q σ R ∂ . First, Q ∂ is the sum of Q d in (5.6), Q o in (5.8) and the terms in (5.12), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15), and each one is in the space given for Q D + Q O . Here the Π Π term in Q ′ R 3 is split up as in (4.5). Then from (5.11) we have
, which is also of the form given in the theorem. In the same way we get the claim for R r = R σ R ∂ . Looking at the left parametrix constructed above we see 
Proofs of Fredholm and regularity results
In this section, we first define the Sobolev spaces which reflect the different regularity of fibre harmonic and fibre perpendicular forms, and then prove Fredholm and regularity results.
Split Sobolev spaces
When dealing with the Gauss-Bonnet and Hodge Laplace operators, we naturally encounter Sobolev spaces which encode different sorts of regularity in the fibre-harmonic and fibre-perpendicular parts of sections near the boundary. Recall the definition of the bundle K in Section 3. That these are the natural Sobolev spaces for Π-split operators can be seen in the special case where the operator P in (5.1) is diagonal, i.e. P 01 = P 10 = 0. Then P 00 maps between b-Sobolev spaces and P 11 between φ-Sobolev spaces. We can notice three important things about these spaces.
1. These spaces are complete inner product spaces under an inner product that depends on the metric on M and E, on the volume form dvol b and on the cut-off function χ. The topology induced by this inner product is as usual independent of these choices. 
Proof of main theorems
We first prove Fredholm and regularity theorems for general Π-split operators P . Then we apply the results to deduce Theorems 1 and 2.
Theorem 13. Let P be a Π-split operator of order m. Let α ∈ R. If α − am ∈ − Im spec(P 00 ) then P is Fredholm as an operator
Also, if α ∈ − Im spec(P 00 ) then P is Fredholm , so P 00 is to map
, which is Fredholm if α ∈ − Im spec(P 00 ).
Proof. Conjugating by a power of x, we may assume α = 0. We leave out the index α for parametrices and remainders. First, we show that P is bounded H Proof of Theorems 1 and 2. We first prove the Fredholm theorem for D M . Recall that D M = x −a P where P is Π-split of order 1, for the bundle E = Λ cφ T * M and K ⊂ C ∞ (F, E) as defined after (3.12). Theorem 13 shows that P :
is Fredholm if α − a ∈ − Im spec(P 00 ). Over the interior of M , we may identify the bundles ΛT * M , with metric g, with the bundle E, with regular metric on all of M . Therefore, we get that D M :
is Fredholm. Setting γ = α − a gives the claim.
The Fredholm claim for ∆ M is proved in the same way, using the condition [D B , Π] = 0 to get that ∆ M = x −2a T for a Π-split operator T of order 2 (see (3.18 ) and the remarks following it). These remarks also show that the condition implies T 00 = (P 00 ) 2 + O(x 2a ), so the indicial families of T 00 and (P 00 ) 2 coincide, implying that − Im spec(T 00 ) = − Im spec(P 00 ) = − Im spec(D V ). Therefore, the condition on γ is the same as for D M .
Finally, the polyhomogeneity claims in Theorems 1 and 2 follow from the second statement in Theorem 14, using that x w (log x) k is in L 2 (M, E, dvol b ) iff Re w > 0. 
